I have been amazed and chagrined over the last few days to plumb the depths of ignorance that infest both what serves as our government and the general populace. Those who received the simple text charts that I sent out yesterday should note the line separating the top and bottom half of all three chart pages. On top of the dividing line in green is the word “LAND” and below the line in blue is the word “SEA”.

Only one (1) entity straddles that line between the LAND and the SEA. That entity is The United States of America (Unincorporated). It controls the entire international land jurisdiction owed to this country and it exercises the powers retained by the states and people in the international jurisdiction of the sea, per Amendment X. And, in the event of the incapacity of one or more of the entities entrusted to exercise our delegated powers in the international jurisdiction of the sea, we retain the right to receive those delegated powers back and to exercise them at our discretion.

The United States of America (Unincorporated) ---not to be confused with "The United States of America, Incorporated" ----is our Ship of State. If our Ship of State goes down, so do we. Everyone else has been concentrating their effort on saving their own names and estates out of the corporate bankruptcy slush pile. Only we have been concentrating on saving our Ship of State.

The rescue of individual names and estates is akin to launching lifeboats. It allows a few people who are awake and moving to save their own assets and defend themselves against the banks and foreign creditors who will otherwise seize upon them as chattel backing the debts of the bankrupt federal corporations.

But, ultimately, it is the Ship of State that we all have to save and reclaim from the jaws of the banks. If we fail, then many millions of trusting, unsuspecting Americans will suffer the misery and horror of a commercial mercenary war carried out under color of law.

They will be ousted from their homes and shops and small businesses and they won’t even know what is happening or why. The means to do this have already been suggested in Florida, Kentucky, and Pennsylvania, where people suddenly received huge “tax” bills, often over $100,000.00 worth of “extra” property taxes and "extra income tax assessments" issued with a 30-day pay-or-be-evicted notice.

We fought them off and shut them down, but if we don’t band together and sail our Ship of State, there will no longer be the means to fend off these insane veiled commercial claims from the secondary creditors of the “UNITED STATES, INC.” and the “USA, Inc.”

You are all helping by becoming aware of the issues and educating yourselves about the government you are supposed to have, the history, and the fraud that has been played on us and on our entire country as well as many other countries throughout the world.

You are helping by acknowledging, accepting, and reconveying your Trade Names and all the derivative NAMES to the land and soil of the actual State you were born on and recording your claim.
You are helping with your prayers and good wishes and sharing of information. Last, but not least, you are helping by sending donations that keep our guys going and keep our postage paid.

That's all part of it, and a very necessary and valid part, too--- but we, the members of our group, are the ones who already have the standing to save our Ship of State.

We are the ones that spent twenty years establishing our standing; giving Due Process; building claims; establishing court records; establishing liens; declaring capacity; reissuing and posting Notice of our Sovereign Letters Patent to forestall any claim that we, The United States of America (Unincorporated), "no longer exist"; securing representation at the United Nations; forming contractual ties with the Native American Nations to prevent the plot to vacate our National Constitution ---and so much more that can't even be described in a book, much less an article.

Now, we are the Priority Creditors of all the federal territorial and municipal corporations worldwide. We, the American states and nations, represented by The United States of America (Unincorporated) are the only ones that can forgive the public debts of the Territorial and Municipal United States and the debts of many other nations.

It is important that you all understand the absolutely crucial and pivotal role that I and my husband and these others ---members of the Living Law Firm, and the American Indian Nations ---play in bringing forward the claims of The United States of America (Unincorporated). More "crew members" join us every day, but we are the ones who are in place at the ship's wheel, turning our Ship of State around and claiming back the assets of our states and our people.

It was the intention of the international banks to claim that our entire country was abandoned and that it has no viable government, because the Territorial and Municipal corporations have all bankrupted themselves and our National Level government has supposedly been "kept in trust" by these fraud artists for many years, while our assets have been fraudulently used as collateral backing the private debts of these corporate governmental service providers.

They meant to take it all on a "claim of abandonment".

Just like they engineered the confiscation of privately held American gold back in the 1930's, used it as collateral backing their own bankruptcy and then, when the bankruptcy settled, came back in and claimed that all that gold was "abandoned" ----heirs and owners unknown.

They meant to play that trick against our entire country and all our assets.

They meant to claim that gee, folks, look at all these abandoned state land trusts and all these unclaimed individual estates, and oh, by the way, all these "PERSONS" that have no owners, guess it's all free for the Secondary Creditors --- the banks --- to claim.

THAT is what they have been working at -- basically, the foreclosure of our entire country and all our assets public and private, because of the relatively paltry debts of two foreign corporations whose only business here is to provide us with essential government services.

It's that far bigger claim that we are fighting and denouncing as fraud and odious debt being held against innocent Third Parties who have been deliberately defrauded in Breach of Trust and violation of Commercial Contract.

The United States of America (Unincorporated) is still here, still viable, and is claiming back all of its assets, public and private, every scrap that is owed to the people and the actual states of this country.

Help steer your Ship of State off the reef planned for it--- and save yourselves and everyone else in the process. Once these issues are decided in our favor, we can straighten out the bookkeeping nightmare these vermin have created, and return everyone's property to them, worldwide.
We can even help Mr. Trump drain the Swamp and get the Territorial and Municipal United States into solvent and properly ordered condition.

The United States of America is the Proper Name of this country, and its proper capacity and sovereign form is as an unincorporated Body Politic, operating as an unincorporated business engaged in peaceful international trade. So here we are at the eleventh hour, giving proof that our government and our property is not abandoned.

Hopefully you all have some inkling now of the scope and importance of what The Living Law Firm and the Michigan General Jural Assembly and a couple hundred other local and state government organizations have undertaken and you understand, too, why our time is so limited and our resources are always strained. We have taken on nothing less than the Devil himself, the whole Empire of Mystery Babylon, all the scheming banks and crooked bureaucrats in the world.

We have done it all with volunteers, with the sword and light of Truth, with the passion for compassion, with the determination of the green shoots in spring, with the hope that perseveres and the Will that will not yield. We have done it for you because you were asleep, we have done it because of you, and so many other innocents who have suffered at the hands of these corporate scumbags.

So by all means and with all speed, seize hold of your Trade Names and derivative NAMES and land them safe on the land and soil. Boot up your local jural assemblies. Prepare for any stormy weather that might be. Pray for your grand old Ship of State under her Civil Flag as she sails into the courts and marketplaces of the world and declares— "Hey! Those are our assets!"—and pray for all those who sail her.

See this article and over 800 others on Anna's website here: www.annavonreitz.com

To support this work look for the PayPal button on this website.